StableTable® Nouveau
When tradition meets innovation

The all-new StableTable® Nouveau is a design table steeped in
tradition.
With its soft curves, understated Scandinavian appeal and updated contemporary lines, the new table stands out as a design
classic.
The concept has been developed to meet the aesthetic needs of
modern cafés, bistros, bars and restaurants. True to our Swedish
design heritage, form goes hand in hand with functionality. The
softly curved legs stand firmly in place thanks to the unique,
patented StableTable® technology inside.
StableTable® Nouveau automatically adjusts to both bumps and
grooves and manages height difference up to 25 mm.
StableTable® Nouveau is available in 57 cm cross legs with a footprint of about 41 cm, suitable for table tops up to 80 cm round or
70x70 cm square. The table can be used both indoors and
outdoors all year round. It is equipped with a FlipTop™ folding
mechanism. A convenient handle which doubles as a loop for a
safety wire, and two hooks for bags/coats can be added.
Height 72 cm and weight 7.2 kg.

®

“No more wobbly tables!”

www.stabletable.se - info@stabletable.se

StableTable® Nouveau at Plaza España in Seville, Spain
When Swedish innovation meets Spanish architecture and
tradition, something magical happens and timeless furniture
- solving real problems - is created.

StableTable® Nouveau FlipTop™
Design concept and benefits

StableTable® Nouveau is a design table steeped in tradition and built with the
ingenious StableTable® self-stabilising technique inside. The table is a classic
design updated to contemporary lines that makes the table stand out with
soft curves and understated Scandinavian appeal.
True to our Swedish design heritage, form goes hand in hand with
functionality, and the softly curved legs stand firmly in place thanks to the
unique StableTable patented technology inside that manages both bumps and
grooves and handles height differences up to 25mm.
The table meets the aesthetic needs of modern “Nouveau” Cafés, and Bistro
style restaurants and help designers and architects in search of tables for use
on uneven floors and grounds
As with all StableTable tables, the StableTable Nouveau table is produced in
Sweden in our ISO 14001 and 9001 certified factory.

Dimensions
Cross leg

Centre pillar
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Facts

Self-stabilising
Outdoor usage
Indoor usage
UV-Proof
Stackable

Diagonal length 57 cm
Footprint 41 cm
Thickness of leg 8 mm
76 mm ∅
72 cm
6,9 kg

Yes
Contract quality
Recyclable
Fully
The base is delivered assembled
Hooks and Handle with locking loop available as
accessory

Up to 25mm height diff.
All year round
Yes
Yes
Yes

Table top sizes (cm, recommended)
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Area of use

For use both in and outdoor all year round. Not for use where salt-water may splash up on the bases. (For use
directly on the seaside we recommend the StableTable® Extreme range in marine quality stainless steel.)

Material

Colours
Black

White

Gun Metal

Mint Green
Other colours available on request.
-“-

Racing Green

Bordeaux
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Base; Milled steel pre-treated for outdoor usage and powder coated with external quality UV-proof powder
coats.
Folding mechanism; Reinforced plastic.

